NO TURN ON RED

PROPOSED SHARED LANE MARKING, CENTERED IN LANE WITH COLORIZED COATING, (TYP.)

PROPOSED ARROW, (TYP.)

AVON STREET

CHURCH STREET

MONTICELLO AVENUE

PROPOSED 10' X 15' TWO-STAGE QUEUE BOX

R=35'

SIGN TO BE INSTALLED ON EXISTING MAST ARM AlIGNED WITH LEFT TURN LANE

SIGN TO BE INSTALLED ON EXISTING MAST ARM ALIGNED WITH THROUGH LANE

PROPOSED SHARED LANE MARKING, CENTERED IN LANE, TYP.

PROPOSED BICYCLE LANE SYMBOL, TYP.

6" SWL (90')

PROPOSED 10' X 12' TWO-STAGE QUEUE BOX

R=37'

6" SWL (90')

PROPOSED 10' X 12' TWO-STAGE QUEUE BOX

R=35'

SIGN TO BE INSTALLED ON EXISTING MAST ARM ALIGNED WITH THROUGH LANE

SIGN TO BE INSTALLED ON EXISTING MAST ARM ALIGNED WITH LEFT TURN LANE

MATCHLINE - SEE SHEET C4.4

MATCHLINE - SEE SHEET C4.6

FOR WORK TO BE PERFORMED IN UNFUNDED-FUTURE PHASE SEE SHEET 23

ADA CURB RAMP TO BE ADDED BY OTHERS

90% SUBMITTAL - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
PROPOSED BICYCLE LANE SYMBOL, (TYP.)

CASTALIA STREET
CARLTON ROAD
BOLLING AVE
MONTICELLO AVENUE

10'

SIGN TO BE INSTALLED ON MAST ARM IN LINE WITH THROUGH LANE

PROPOSED BICYCLE CROSSWALK, SEE DETAIL FOR DIMENSIONS

6" DWL (75')

PROPOSED SYMBOL, (TYP.)

6" DWL (83')

PROPOSED HIGH VISIBILITY CROSSWALK

6" DWL (86')

PROPOSED BICYCLE CROSSWALK, SEE DETAIL FOR DIMENSIONS
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90% SUBMITTAL - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
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MATCHLINE - SEE SHEET C4.8
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MONTICELLO AVENUE
RIDGE STREET TO CITY LIMITS
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA

90% SUBMITTAL - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION